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AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
A powerful performer in an almost unlimited
range of applications, the Bendix G-15 has established
itself as the leading complete low-cost digital computer
system in the nation.
One of the keys to the early, widespread acceptance of the
G-15 has been its powerful, flexible machine language
and command structure. For instance, a modified two-address
system permits minimum access coding. Another time-saver :
arbitrary-precision multiplication and division halts these
operations as soon as the required degree of accuracy is obtained.
And spkcial arithmetic registers permit double-precision accuracy.. .
obtained with the same ease as single precision answers.
Augmenting these internal characteristics-helping to make
the Bendix G-15 an even more flexible data processor
for an ever-widening range of applications-is an
extensive library of automatic programming systems.
Designed to take advantage of Bendix G-15 design and
operational characteristics, these programming systems make
this low-cost computer easier to use.. .in a wide range of
scientific and business applications. They also:

SLMPLIFY PROBLEM SOLVINe
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Thi~
booklet briefly describes several of the
most important Bendix (3-15 automatic programming systems

&d some of their outstanding characteristics.

INTERCOM 1000
Simplified Programming for
One-Time and Production Problems
An easy-to-use, general-purpose interpretive routine,
Intercom 1000 accepts a simplified command language,
which is automatically interpreted and executed by the
G-15. Valuable for one-time, as well as production
problems, this completely self-contained programming
system controls input/output and provides extensive
program check-out facilities.
Other important features of Intercom 1000:
easy to learn-only four hours training required
Automatic decimal, point handling, in fixed or floating point.. .no scaling required
address modification through index registers
EXAMPLE : Here is a portion of an INTERCOM program
which illustrates how this automatic programming system simplifies program preparation.

a2 - bc
, a, b, c and d are stored in memIn calculating ory positions 1100, 1101, 1102 and 1103, respectively.
Each operation is performed on the contents of the
accumulator register, in which the answers also appear.

For more detailed information on Intercom 1000, see Bulletin AR-058-R0460
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ALGO ALGEBRAIC COMPILER
Simplified Programming in Universal Mathematical Language
Accepting a Bendix G-15 representation of ALGOL-the powerful international algebraic language-ALGO focuses the speed and power of the G-15 on any algebraically
stated problem.
A true mathematical equation solver, ALGO allows engineers and scientists to state their
problems for computer solution in natural mathematical terms. Translation of these terms
into a machine program is assigned to the computer, which also automatically controls
input/output, computation and data handling. No previous knowledge of computers or
programming is required to prepare an ALGO program.
Especially valuable for complex, one-shot scientific and engineering problems, ALGO
is specifically designed to take advantage of the computing power and flexibility of the
G-15. Most important, it provides valuable savings in programming time.. .and greatly
simplifies problem solving.
EXAMPLE: Here is an illustration of the tiine-and-cost-saving significance of ALGO, as
applied to the following equation:

OTHER
PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS
Supplementing these four important Bendix automatic programming developments is a
full complement of general, interpretive, compiler and service routines. Among them are
POGO-a
fixed-point compiler which accepts a simplified command language, producing paper tape machine-language programs which may be used again and again.
AUTOPOINT 24-a set of arithmetic and scaling subroutines and a service routineeliminates many troublesome details of coding and scaling.
Interpretive systems which broaden the use-base of the G-15 include Intercom 101, 102,
103 and 107; and DAISY 201 and 202. Providing a simplified method of inverting
matrices and of solving simultaneous equations is MAISIE. FLIPPER makes it possible
to automatically convert a paper tape prepared off-line into a machine-language tape
for entry to the computer.
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